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Regional Tea Ceremony  

4/24/2014 – 4/27/2014 

Chaozhou Set 

Tea Parker gifted the Institute a Chaozhou Gong Fu Cha Set.  

 Ni Feng Wu 
o 80-90 years old, Fújiàn 
o White clay 

 Ni lu can be made of either white or red clay 
 Japanese copied white clay from China  late Qing/early Ming 
 White clay typical of mandarins 

o Flowers and carvings represent the company & show the ware is high quality 
o On lid = patterns of clouds 

 four symbols of clouds, suggesting wind 
o The two little doors in the white nilu from our Cháozhōu set 

can be opened  
o Has a third little window that is always open 
o This type of ware can now only be found in Japan (not in 

China) 
o Idealizing: 

 Clouds on top 
 Winds go through (doors on sides, fan) 
 Flowers on bottom 

o Inside has metal grates for charcoal 
o Di lu = largest 
o Fung lu = big or small 
o Care 

 DO NOT TRY TO SPEED UP THE COOLING PROCESS 
 After use, let the ware cool down on its own, naturally 

 If you try to cool down (like with water), clay will crack 
 Move it with two hands: one below, one on the side 
 When handing it to another person, wait for them to say ok before you let go 

o The 3 notches on the top make it look like 3 mountains  
 wind blowing through 3 mountains” 

 Fan 
o Solid bamboo wicker 
o Copper on end toward handle 
o 30-40 years old 

 Charcoal Chopsticks 
o 80-90 years old 
o Made of copper  high quality 
o Long yin charcoal 
o The more they are used the shinier they will get (through touch) 
o To clean, gently wipe with a cloth, never use any cleaners 

 Celadon Plates/Wares 



o Technique of glazing created in Song Dynasty 
o Glazed to create cracked pattern  difficult to make 

 Kia Pian 
o Years: 

 Blue = 1950/60s 
 Green = 1910/20s 

o No longer exist in modern tea ceremony 
 Can’t find in China 

 
 
 

 Yixing Teapot, Juni Clay 
o Made in late 1970s, but clay is from the 1940s-50s and aged 

before use  
o Inscription: “the spring wind brings back friends who have 

scattered” 

o Shape idealistic for Chaozhou 
o Chop originated in Qing Dynasty 

 Teapot = replica of Qing wares 
o Made by Meng Chen Guan 

o Color will change when the hot water touches it 

o  Must warm the outside with hot water before brewing 

 
 

 Cups 
o Qing Dynasty 
o Luo Shan or Ruo Shen = designer (very famous tea cup 

maker) 
 All are student cups 

o Handwritten/designed as per someone’s order 
o Fisherman  relaxing & slow like tea 
 

 Tray/Cha Pan 
o Dragon  5 clawed 
o Black lacquer  
o Very light wood 
o Made circa 1970s   
o 5 claws on the dragon symbolizes the emperor 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 Saucers 
o Came in Japanese box 
o Pewter/Metal 
o Qing Dynasty 
o Gets more shiny with use 
o Created near Chaozhou 
o Money back guarantee included on bottom 
o When aforementioned cups placed on saucers  

resembles flowers 
 (daffodil/narcissus) 

 Skill to find cups & saucers that fit 
 

 Waste Water Bowl/Cup 
o Solid top, with small holes for water to drain into it 

 Holes on lid designed to look like/imitate the 
look of Chinese money 

o Metal  Pewter (very soft) 
o Early Republic of China (ROC)  late Qing 

 called Táng, but actually not from the Táng  
Dynasty 

o when washing, don’t use any abrasives 
 
 

 Pewter Tea Caddy 
o Lacquered  

 maroon lacquer 

o Qing Dynasty  
o Poem written on it (proverb) 

 Side inscription: “waiting for hot water to boil is like 

waiting for the clouds to part to reveal the sun” 

 Bottom inscription: Shanto (?), a large company that 

made pewter tea ware 

o Seal: 
 Don’t know maker 
 Not the same on either side 
 For decoration 

o Santou Gong Fu  pewter wares designed for it 
o Becomes shinier with use 
o Care 

 Don’t use cloth or water to wash or wipe 

 Clean with hands 
 Very gently twist the cap off; don’t pull off in one motion 
 It has an inner lip to seal better—be careful not to damage this 
 when dispensing, gently turn back and forth (don’t shake) and the tea will fall 

out onto your hand 



 Don’t press on it, pewter is very soft and will deform 
 

 Kettle 
o Qing Dynasty  
o Juni 
o Really thin (especially spout) 
o Most fragile part is the spout 
o Heat rises through center to heat the water faster 
o The hollow pillar allows more effective heating 
o Lid has a hole in the center to accommodate the pillar 
o Lid also really thin 

 Orientation of lid when placed on kettle doesn’t 
matter 

o 1st time using  use warm (not hot or cold) water in kettle 
and let rest 

o Place kettle on charcoal after the flames die down and the charcoal is just red 
 You want the charcoal glowing red 
 Adopted by Japanese schools  similar wares 

o Chuan Xin 
 Circle/hole in the middle  “heart” 

o The method to produce this shape of teapot has been lost; no one today knows how to 
make it; the ware is priceless, no museum even owns an intact teapot of this shape 

 
 Yixing Teapot (not part of Chaozhou set) 

o Made in 1990s 
o Long flange 
o Clay not as old as previously mentioned Yixing (for Chaozhou set)  
o Juni 

 Best clay for Chaozhou 
o Santou = less expensive/valuable 

 More porous  
  helps to get rid of the bad flavors/imperfections in bad tea 
 Bought by the less wealthy 

 

  



 

First Master Class  

4/23/14 

Chaozhou Beginnings  

- started in Chaozhou, Qing Dynasty  

o Cháozhōu uses oolong 

  oolong did not exist until the Qīng Dynasty 

- It’s not necessary to be so exclusive about gōngfu chá, saying that one style is the right one 

- In some regions, it may be the original there, but at the same time other areas were also brewing 

tea with similar techniques 

- Does not go back to Tang/Song 
 
 Lost art of the tea kettle 

- Used in mid Qing Dynasty  
o Only used by nobles (from court) and certain scholars  
o Made in demand for abovementioned nobles 
o Makers were very skilled to produce such thin wares 
o Not many people had the opportunity to use it 

- The gifted kettle is one of the only unbroken ones 

o Nánjīng [Nahn Jing] Museum only has a broken one 

The 1990s Yixing pot (Gifted) 
- Rough skin = not sold as Qing dynasty ware 

o Stylistic choice, resulting from a different clay prep technique 
- For this particular teapot, you will notice a quality difference when brewing compared to the 

aged-clay 1970s yíxīng pot for different reasons 
o Made by young potter 

 Didn’t try to make it look old 
o Did not age the clay 

 
Buying Yixing pots 

- When buying Yixing  can’t trust photographic look and seal of teapots when it comes to age 
o Only estimate of age 

- Difficult to tell age of tea pots from chops 

o Many are imitated or are not the actual master’s work 

 Students usually place the master’s chop on practice pots 

- Understand what is good & bad clay 
- To find authentic Yixing  find them yourself  

o Internet is not the best way to purchase  
o Understand the clay. -> Get knowledge of clay 

- Smooth vs. Rough skin:  
o Brewing & taste affect 



 Superficial 
 Depends on how clay works 

- High quality clay should feel like human skin and have the texture of skin  

Purpose of Flange of the teapot 

- Function is to compress the tea leaves 

o Makes It better, not worse  

- The way you put the lid down onto the pot (Speed & Strength) Will affect the brew  

o In general put the lid down slowly 

o Water will come out quicker or slower depending on what you do.  

- Properly adjusting the strength with which you put on the lid with the flange is a skill of a very 

high level 

- Shui Quing (Water Wall) 

- Mid Quing produced a longer flange  

o Watch for copies here  

Chaozhou method of packing teapots 

- Ratio between volume and amount of leaves; comes from our own taste preferences 
- Crushing leaves for Wu Yi Tea 

o 70% leaves 
o 30% powder 
o Different orientations  

- Different teas = different concentration 
- Recognize cups, cup sizes, and the amount of people 

o Fill teapot enough to fill all the cups  Gong Fu 
 
Types of Tea for Chaozhou  

- Mainly three 

o Dan Cong – Single bush  

o Anxi Oolong (and other mountains)  

o Wu Yi Yan Cha 

- Huang Zhou Faun Stio? class – Today they cannot produce this type of skill?  

- Don’t use puer or red tea in Chaozhou 

Types of Charcoal  

- Different for the chuānxīn teapot? 

- The layout of the charcoal and the type of charcoal should be matched to the tea and to the 

teapot you are using 

- Highest quality charcoal for Cháozhōu is olive pit charcoal 

o Long duration 

o Small size 

o Pleasant smell  



- Charcoal  in bottom of the setting  

o Different type woods/Type of Pit  

- A lot Japanese methodologies are used 

- The way you place the charcoal also affects the tea 

o Another skill level 

The Nilu 

- White nilu and red nilu are made in 3 regions: Cháozhōu, ___, and ___ 

- Nilus are still made in these regions, but they are not as good 

o  the skill has been lost 

White Clay vs Red Clay  

- Place of Origin  

- White clay is finer (Baby Skin), more soft, warms faster with fire, and keeps heat longer than red 

clay 

- Red clay types: juan tai (roughest) and Hung Ni (Most General) and Zhūní (dense and finest)  

o Zhūní is also called a type of purple clay, people were being creative when they named it 

- Red Clay is less dense and pore porous   

Pewter Tea wares  

- Pewter began to be used for tea ware in the Qīng Dynasty 

- Pewter changes with time  refinement  

o People enjoy how, little by little, the pewter becomes more shiny with use 

Significance of 3 cups in Cháozhōu 

- The character for “taste” in Chinese (品) is composed of 3 boxes  

- The rule to use 3 cups is strict 

Over-roasting oolong  

-  Not good because it masks the natural flavor of the leaves; 

o Roasting can enhance the flavor 

o Ex. Similar to cooking steak: you can cook to enhance the flavor, but you should also 

maintain the juicy interior by not overcooking 

 

 

 

 



The Rule of Three 

- The rule to use 3 cups is strict 

- No rule about how many times to brew 

o The number of times you brew the tea depends on quality and concentration of tea 

being used 

o If you must serve more than 3 people, you must still use 3 cups 

o Serve the first brew to the first 3 people, and the second brew to another 3 people 

 Properly wash the cups in between brews 

o More than 3 People? Tell them to get their own.  

Brewing Tips  

- Open all the leaves on the first brew 

- Pour a Very thin steam of hot water 

- Use the same hot water to preheat all the wares by pouring the teapot preheat water into the 

chahai, then that water into the cups 

o  BUT you should brew the tea right after pouring the preheat water into the chahai (to 

allow less time for the pot to cool down 

o Once the tea has started to brew, then you can preheat the cups from the chahai 

- Put the lid on very carefully and focuses (affects the tea)  

- Know when to Ling Hu (Pour on top of the Teapot) 

o Depends on Tea and where you are in the process 

- Only hold and move one thing at once  

o EX:, don’t pour from the chahai while moving the tetsubin 

- Another way to tell if the tea is done is by smell (even though the pot lid is on) 

o It is porous, so the smell will come through).  

o When the smell of the tea reaches you, it’s done.  

o This takes a higher level of skill than brewing according to heat  

- It is better to have a worse initial taste and good aftertaste than a good initial taste but worse 

aftertaste.  

o Especially for the case like in the Palmer where it is noisy and you will be serving many 

guests only a little tea each 

o We want it strong so when the person leaves and sits down he continues to feel the tea.  

o People walking not noticing subtleties  

o “You know how to brew tea” 

- Don’t preheat cups by pouring from one cup to another; it’s not clean because the guests have 

drunk from them 

- Don’t pour around the teapot first into the saucer 

o Leads to too much heat at the base of the pot 

  Giving a smoky taste to the tea.  

o Instead, a better way to treat the pot gently is to have the lid on the pot, and pour water 

onto the lid, letting the water run over onto the rest of the teapot  



- Keep everything within comfortable reach 

o if you have to stand, it means something is uncomfortably far away, and if you are 

uncomfortable, you will not brew as well  

o If it’s not a pleasure to brew tea the tea won’t be good.  

Tea Parkers thoughts on ChaoZhou 

- Since you have to prepare the charcoal and the charcoal fire gives only a short window of 

time when it will heat the water properly, you must pay special attention and it takes time to 

prepare. Therefore, you pick very nice wares and good tea, because you are going through a 

lot of trouble. As a result, tea brewed in this style is very good 

- it is time-consuming, so modern people aren’t willing to devote the time to practice it 

Other Notes  

- No supreme Judge  

o Don’t sit so narrow  

- Hobby  

- All effort in doing Chaozhou Gong Fu correctly it will be amazing  

- Guang dong Chaozhou  

- Focus on Chesichan 

- Five Mountain  

- Aiming for creative styles Leads to Wrong Tea Pot  

- Brewing Notes in little book  

- Choushan -> technique add the other places may cause ruling 

- Smell of teapot is parson so smells texture the teapot.  

- “Adapt and Adjust” 

- Dan Cong  

  



The Art, History, and Use of Ancient Chinese Teaware 

Bethany’s Notes 

4/24/2014 

Tea in Táng Dynasty (618-907 AD) 

- Why learn about tea from 1000 years ago? There are lessons you can learn from ancient ways of 

brewing tea that you can apply to how you brew tea today 

- Classic book of tea Chájīng [Chah Jing] by Lùyǔ [Loo Yoo]: says 28 accessories are need to brew 

and drink tea 

Boiled tea of Táng Dynasty 

- Green tea pressed into a cake, to preserve freshness for transportation 

- Harvested south of Chang Ja river 

- Was heated over fire, powdered, filtered to get just the finest powder, then put into a bowl of 

boiling water, then poured into another bowl to drink 

Táng wares  

- (most are from Fǎmén Temple [Fahmuhn], near Xīān [Shee Ahn] City in Shǎnxī [Shahn Shee] 

Province) 

 
Silver grinding wheel 



 

- Pegasus design 

- Holes that look like a lotus seen from the side 

 
Turtle chá chǒng [chah chong] 

- Silver and gold 

- Actually, this is a container, tea was placed inside to keep it fresh 

- Turtle symbolizes longevity, so you put tea inside in the hopes that if you drink it, you will also live 

long 

 
Gold salt container 

- Salt was simply to improve the tea’s taste 



Glass bowl for tea  

- The glass came from Arabia, meaning that at this time, tea had already become a mix of East and 

West 

White bowl 

- Lightly fluted to resemble a flower, relatively large 

Pitcher for water 

- Also fluted to resemble a flower 

- Fish design: want water inside to be fresh and lively like a fish 

- Vase-shaped pitcher 

- Bird design: again symbolizes freshness and liveliness 

Waste-water bowl 

Wood chawan 

- Actually, although it looks like wood, it is pottery with a glaze that has a marbled effect 

Jao tai 

- Orange tea bowl 

- Upside-down bowl 

o Foot looks like jade, which symbolizes longevity and nature 

Complete set of Táng Dynasty teaware 

- Found at a grave 

- Only complete set in the world (currently on display at a Taiwanese museum) 

 
 Táng Dynasty painting 



- Shows ladies around a big table, having a party 

- Shown listening to music and having tea (big bowls on the table) 

Sòng Dynasty (960-1279 AD) 

- Influenced Japanese tea (matcha and Cha no Yu) 

- Two black bowls on display at Palmer today are from Sòng Dynasty 

o White bottom: from Jiāngxī [Jahng Shee]; black bottom: from Fújiàn 

Sòng brewing procedure 

- Grind, sift, put in tea caddy 

- Put powdered tea in bottom of bowl first, THEN add water (different from Táng, where they put 

the water in first) 

- Whisk with a bamboo whisk (largely the same as Cha no Yu) 

Sòng wares 

- Lacquer saucers with heart design 

- Celadon-colored saucers with scalloped edge 

o lu yao glaze, only about 30 pieces with this exist in the world today 

- Silver cup and saucer 

- Black jen yung bowl 

o This is the most prized kind (more so than silver) 

- Inscriptions and painting of Wǔyí mountain with gold/silver paint 

- Set: lacquered wood saucer and cups, tray, and box for leaves 

o Total set weighs only 250 grams (0.55 pounds) 

Yuán [Yoo Wehn] Dynasty (Mongol Dynasty) 

- Mongols combined their tea, loose-leaf, with the Chinese powdered tea of Sòng Dynasty 

Yuán wares 

- Qīnghuā [ching hwah] (blue and white) cup and saucer 

- White vase with mouth shaped like a Buddhist monk’s hat 

- Cup on pillar  

o It’s thought that it was held 

by the pillar, so that it was 

easy to hold while on a 

horse, before going off to 

fight --> led to long feet on 

cups of this period 

- Copper kettles 



Míng Dynasty (1368-1644 AD) 

- Yíxīng set from Tibet 

o Proves that there was yíxīng in Míng Dynasty 

In the Míng Dynasty, they stopped using powdered tea and switched to whole leaf 

“Be very careful when you store tea, because it is very good at absorbing smells” 

- White teapot with bamboo-segment spout and handle 

o Porcelain cup (duh hwa) gives the tea a sweet and clear flavor 

o Will also give wine a more aged flavor 

 
Painting by Wong Wen shows how tea was prepared in Míng Dynasty 

- Water heated over charcoal fire in a fireplace 

o Charcoal placed with chopsticks 

Qīng Dynasty (1644-1911 AD) 

 Wǔyí mountain tea was most important during this period, and tea wares were adapted to this tea 

(gàiwǎn, etc.) 

 Dàhóngpáo [dah hong pao] = “big red robe” 

- Annual production only 600 grams (1.3 pounds) 

- Tea comes from only 4 bushes  

Qīng wares 

- -Set from this time: yíxīng teapot, very small, in bowl and 3 cups 

- Another set, extremely small cups 

- Some teapots from this time were painted with many colors, or ornately carved 

A Bat symbolizes happiness, because the pronunciation in Chinese is the same 

 



Cháozhōu nilu and kettle 

- Inscriptions on nilu are common 

Teapot with rod-shaped handle 

- Some people believe this rod handle design is Japanese, but it existed at the same time in China 

as well 

Pewter wares were common 

Blue and white cups used by emperor 

- Rim is not copper, but rather a glaze made to look like copper 

- White cups ordered by European prince 

- Honeycomb texture makes tea more fragrant 

Questions 

Is silver teaware good? 

- Many people in the West use silver teaware for red tea, but it would be better for green tea 

- Brings out natural qualities of tea --> good tea will be better; bad tea will be worse 

- Want green tea from before April 5th 

Why are tea wares often found in burial sites? 

- The ones spoken about often are, because it helps to date them 

- Buried with tea because they loved tea and wished they could still enjoy tea in heaven 



Fresh Tea and Ancient Wares 

Bethany’s Notes 

4/24/2014 

A Chinese emperor who loved tea, Sòng Huīzōng [Song Hway Zong], wrote the book Dah Guong Chao lin    

Wares 

- Northern Sòng Dynasty grinding wheel 

- Bamboo whisk (just like Japanese whisk) 

- Bamboo tea scoop (just like Japanese scoop) 

Brewing steps 

- Grind tea, put powdered tea in bowl, pour hot water, whisk until there is a lot of foam 

- When putting the tea powder into the bowl, you make a paste by adding just a little water 

- You can tell the amount of tea powder to put in the bowl based on how high on the foot the glaze 

starts 

- When whisking, you want to cover the surface completely with very small bubbles; if you can 

make the foam white, then you are very skilled 

- Whisk slowly at first, then very fast, then pull the whisk straight out while holding vertically, very 

slowly 

- If you look at the tea paste in the black bowl with the blue reflection of the lights, it looks like a 

painting 

- The Sòng method of preparing powdered green tea is no longer practiced in China, only in Japan 

Displaying of set from yesterday 

- Clouds on the nilu lid represent wind, which you need to make good tea 

- Bamboo fan is there in case there is not enough wind 

- Copper chopsticks for charcoal 

- Put the tea leaves in a pewter tea caddy because it smoothes the flavor of roasted teas 

- Mon Chuan, a famous potter, made the yíxīng pot 

- The yíxīng pot is best for roasted oolong 

- The name of the crackled glaze on the bowl is ge yao [guh yao], which was invented in the Sòng 

Dynasty 

- Bottom of the pewter saucers says made in Chaoshan 

- The pewter kensui is small because you should be using water wisely, you won’t need a big one 

Be mindful of what kind of tea you use in a teapot (e.g., don’t brew green tea in a pot one day, and 

oolong in the same pot another day) 

  



 

Second Master Class  

4/24/14 

“Clean the cup + clean the mouth”  

Wu Yi – Post Doc Study  

- Most suitable for Chaozhou Gong Fu 

- Most difficult to understand  

o Production is limited, which makes it hard to study  

- From Northern mountainous areas in Fujian (North of Wu Yi Province) 

o Coast + Sea 

The Gaiwan Used Competitively   

- Shows defects and qualities  

- Shaking of Gaiwan 

o Disturbs the tea but allows more aroma to come out  

-  Assess the tea more accurately,  

o Tea improves the flavor but also hides defects 

- Airflow of Gaiwan  

WuYi Mountain Range  

- 39 valleys  rains and 99 places where tea grown  

o If you can tell which Valley or town it comes from then you are a MASTER 

- If talking to a tea farmer here about the differences in tea, a good one will tell you “The more I 

drink the less I understand”  

o If he says he has good tea then you should doubt him  

“When brewing a new tea you would like to understand, don’t use too many leaves”  

- Ratio is important  

- If a high concentration of tea is used, the strength of the tea maybe too much  

o This may fool you into believing the tea is good.  

A lot of Tea trade is based on relationships  

- “In the past, this tea was so prized that you had to have a special relationship with the farmer to 

buy it—he would set aside some for only his best customers” 

o Wu Yi Yan Cha  

Wu Yi Yan Cha 



- Roasted, Caramel, Somewhat floral, Chocolate Notes 

- The leaves are all the same 

- Find notes in small book  

Wan Nyen Ching  

- “10,000- year spring” 

- Mix of various oolongs picked form around Wu Yi, but not from the mountain itself. 

- Made with a lot of left overs 

- Sweet and Strong, Moist, Very Earthy 

- Leaves an empty feeling in your mouth  

Wu Yi Shuixian 

- “Water Fairy” ; “Narcissus” 

- Dark Chocolate, Earthy, Creamy, Nutty  

- Nice Round and light and also sharp notes 

Quality Tea Point (QTP) 

- If the tea still smells good when it is cold, it is good tea 

o Even when the tea leaves have dried  

o It is easy for tea to smell good warm  

Smelling Hot vs Smelling Cold  

- Smelling the tea while it is hot is definitely easier  

o Smell more notes in general  

o Smell more floral notes  

- Smelling the Tea Cold  

- Before Use 

o Should give you a sense of what it will smell like hot  

- After Use and Cooling  

o If still smell good, then it is a good tea.  

The 3 Conditions in making good tea 

- Climate + Weather  

- Soil 

- Producer  

Go To Hong Kong -100 year old tea house  

- The don’t have best way  

Other Tea Notes 



- New Teas – Use less tea leaves, the strength may fool some people  

- “The King of teas last time”  

- Da Kong Poa – G tree leaves  

- Respectable  

- #1 woody #2 Sweeter  

- “Teapot Feeling – Usually makes it smoother” 

- Fragrant hot but if still fragrant cold = Good tea (With Cup Used leaves, Dry leaves)  

- Saying sorry to the tea leaves  

- 3 conditions – weather –soil- soil maker 

  



Third Master Class  

4/25/2014 

Changes to Gongfucha then vs Now  

- 1996  

Principles of Gong Fu  

-  

Small Packet of Wu Yi tea 

- At one point this tea in this packed was worth its weight in gold.  

o Small Packet 3.5 Gram pack *10 =35 grams = 10 grams of gold  

o 1 cm x 2 cm x 2cm 

- Called Ichian ban or ichyen bao 

- Usually two pieces of paper  

o Protecting from moisture  

o Packaging and folding it into these packets is difficult 

- sellers would put their picture on the packet to guarantee it 

o It shows that they were not afraid to stake reputation on it  

- Now Bags Nano doesn’t match  

o No picture  

- Ended 1970s  

Wuyi  

- 2 important kinds of Wu Yi tea 

o Shuixian 

 A real one is very expensive 

o  

- Comparison method   

o Starting with a Tea that is not WaYi 

 On Paper its darker more Tabaco look / more of the rest  

 In teapot lighter more floral  

 1st Brew (With shake) 

 Defecated/Colorness, Roundness Smells rich Humbling, Oatmeal  

 1st Brew (Not Shaken ) 

 Lasting taste. A little dusty and less present 

 Pouring Tech to get the same effect of shaking  

 Quality and not putting hot water on top of the teapot  

- Gaiwan Brewing 

o 1st brew gaiwan Everything 



o 2nd brew gaiwan to oh  

 Gaiwan was places on a plate filled to the brim and swirled 

 Left a lingering long lasting taste. Kind of sleepy.  

o 3rd brew  

 Something under the tongue  

o Gaibei all defects will connect  

- “You have to manipulate it”  

o Learn the rational way  

o Real Gong Fu  

o Respect it  

o Sprit of Gong Fu  

o Read the Tea Leaves 

Brewing Techniques  

- Be aware of the amount of water that is in the kettle  

o In ChaoZhou Gong Fu Cha kettle should contain just enough water to preheat the wares 

and brew the tea once.  

 For bigger kettles maybe twice  

 Then reboil 

 Control the volume and Time 

 Possibly called Cha De Jou 

- For Wu Yi tea you can crush 30% and have 70% full leaves 

o Adds to the concentration   

- Know how much to fill the cups  

o During the preheating, pour as you were actually pouring tea 

 This helps the brewer in determine how much to fill the cup for an equal share 

- Shaking the tea in a warm teapot will improve the taste for when you brew.  

o Shaking helps create space between he leaves. 

o In most cases 

- Stephane pouring technique for Tea parkers Wu Yi  

o Circled very slowly with a thin stream 

o 1 – 2 inches away from the tea pot  

o No LingHu 

 Why no linghu? 

 This tea is not like Wǔyí tea; it can’t handle that much heat 

  Regular roasted oolong 

 There is a pouring technique to get the same effect of shaking  

 That technique is to choose higher quality wares and teas.*** 

 Knowing when to linghu 

- Gaiwan Brewing shows the defects of the tea 

- Use your own judgment  



o Try not to completely mimic a person’s brewing style. 

- Teaparker technique 

o Filing the gaiwan to the rim 

o Remove the bubbles 

o Swirling  

- “You have to manipulate it”  

o Learn the rational way  

o Real Gong Fu  

o Respect it  

o Sprit of Gong Fu  

o Read the Tea Leaves 

- Preheating a yíxīng teapot 

o pour boiling water on the outside first to protect against thermal shock; AFTER that, 

then warm the inside 

Long brews (tea 1 and 2 from yesterday) 

- Tea 1 is still dark, because it was heavily roasted; tea 2 is much lighter green now 

- Tea 2 has no buds and big leaves—for normal oolong, this is a bad sign, but don’t be too quick to 

judge by appearance: for Wǔyí tea, it is good 

Other Notes 

- Pewter Tea Caddy from Malaysia -1980’s  

- Thistro called old people tea  

- Only Use of imagination but not rational l  

- The best way to experience tea is to reach the point of starving then begin the water. Then Drink 

less than half a cup  

  



Teapots 

“Note clay, shape, and firing temp.” 

Teapot parts 

- niǔ [nee oh] = knob 
- shway chung = flange (“water wall”) 
- chi kong = hole through knob 
- -___ = lid 
- bà [bah] = handle 
- ěr bà [ur bah] = ear-shaped handle 

o in this particular handle, the outside is round and the inside is flat because it’s easier 
Teapot quality depends on clay quality 

- shine 
- color shade 
- grain size 
- when you buy a teapot, don’t trust the seal on the bottom, many are not real 

Shapes 

- Pear-shaped body  

- More rounded body  

Firing  

- porcelain: 1,300 °C 

- yíxīng: 1,080-1,200 °C 

- Higher fired wares produce a more high pitch sound  

o Taste characteristics include  

 More fragrant 

 Sharper  

 Less smooth taste  

 More suitable for fragrant tea 

- Lower fired wares have a deeper pitch  

o May absorb fiery or Smokey tastes 

o Can be harmonious 

o More suitable for roasted tea 

My teapot got bashed by tea parker  

- Wrong color  

- Shiny lid  

- Darker and brighter? 

- Form  

 



Teapot fine to rough  

“Looking at the tea pot will tell you what type of tea is best, look at the form”  

Trying teas in different Teapot (Same Tea) 

Brewing technique  

- Allowing the back of the lid to open a little when pouring into chahai 

 

 

  



 

Aged Oolong 

 4/26 

Beginnings  

- Became popular in the 2000s 

- Drinking aged tea is a relatively new trend 

o Started with puer in Taiwan 

  They liked to drink aged puer, so they thought other aged teas might be good 

as well 

- Nántóu is the most famous place to get Taiwanese tea now 

o But when Taiwanese tea started, it was from the north of Taiwan (about 200 years ago) 

- 150 years ago, Taiwanese tea was famous across the world 

- A 150-year-old, 357 gram cake of oolong sold for 100,000 USD 

- The tightly rolled oolongs began to be produced in the 1980s  

o If someone tells you a balled oolong is older than that, he is lying 

-  Oolong means “black dragon,” 

o Traditionally, the shape of the leaves looked like a little dragon, and it’s dark in color 

o Also a cheese  

Aging and Storage 

- Don’t trust the label 

- For aged tea, if you know how to store it properly, the value may go up rather than down 

- For old tea, the leaves should not all be the same color 

 No uniform color for old tea 

 Oxidation levels have changed  

 If there is an even color there is a huge roasting  

- The leaf color becomes different with age because the composition and water content is different 

among stems, leaf position, etc. 

- The leaves should return to their younger selves when brewed (become brighter green), if they 

don’t, there is a problem with the tea 

o If they don’t become green again, they are fake  

- Small differences in bag + hand 

-  Maintain no more than 7% moisture in leaves 

o Want tannins in tea to smoothen with time 

Production  

- Processing must be finished within 24 hours or picking  

 



 

 

1970s Dang Cong  

“The original taste of Taiwanese Tea “ 

“Aged oolong should be more fragrant when cold than warm, because over the years it has absorbed 

other scents” 

“Look for a lively, fresh, and vivid flavor in aged oolong”  

- Natural production methods  

o Never use pesticides  

- Smell from foil bag vs. porcelain,  

o The smell on the porcelain is stronger 

o Smells like dried fruit 

 

- How to brew Dancong oolong well 

o Key tastes 

 Fruit from plum tea  

 Kind of taste like medicine 

 1970s’s Chac Ag ->Indese ?? 

- Brewing  

o 1st Brew (Jason)   

 Smells so strong  

 Full Bodied Amazingness.  

o 2nd brew (Ryan) 

 Smells amazing light, smooth refreshing  

o 3rd Brew Stephan  

- Spring tea 90s  

Brewing tips  

“Drinking a story” 

- Linghu  

o whether or not you pour water while brewing depends on how strong you want the tea 

- Real Freshness is aged tea is vivid, same for puer.  

Other notes  

- Spoon – Designed and shipped by tea parker in Jingdezhen in 2005  

- Most tea parker thing about brewing tea is about learning  



Fourth Master Class 

 4/26/2014 

Cháozhōu Cup Warming 

- When warming the cups, spin evenly so that the temp. is even all around the cup 

- Want all the cups to be the same temp. 

o Be aware how much time you are spending on each cup  

- You can use two hands and wash both at once if you are skilled 

- Turn the cups only by the rim 

- Use two fingers 

- Fill the bowl half full with water first, then add the cups 

Brewing Tips  

- Remain silent while pouring water  

- Crushed leaves go on bottom, whole on top  

- Crushed leaves can clog the pot  

- ~Cháozhōu style tea was often paired with food; people would drink before a meal to awaken the 

appetite 

- Must wash hands  

o Don’t ware lotion perfume etc.  

o The tea absorbs the flavor of the tea  

- Stillness 

- Small circle pour to a wider pour 

Rougui Wu yi Yan Chan  

- Named after Cinnamon Chinese  

- Wǔyí soil is very mineral-rich, red sand 

- Look for the clarity of the tea when you brew 

o it should not be cloudy or hazy 

Roi Gui 2011 from nyo lan kin?  

- Smell is roasted  

- Very similar to Wu Yi 

- 1st Brew (Pauline)  

o Activity clean – “red soil from Wu Yi”  

o Clean active tongue on the top and on the side  

o Sleepy feelings Fresh  

- 2nd Brew  

- Sweetness throughout  

- 3rd brew 



- So heavy + Hard, lighter 

“The Steam from the teapot after it has been preheated is amazing” 

“Tea is looking for you” Golden Standard 

Levels of Wǔ Yí tea 

- Yancha: highest quality, on the mountain 

- Banyen: between the mountain and the rivers, half and half 

- Zoucha: lowest quality, close to the river 

o Be able to taste the differences  

- Wu Yi is only harvested once a year 

o Late Spring  

Questions  

- Cups demining tea pot?  

- Only 3 cups?  

- Can I stand to wash the cups? And sit to brew?  

- Motions that affect the outcome of the tea? 

- Markings on kettle? Choosing cups? 

- How do you handle people that hand you bad tea?  

Trying teas in different TeaPot (Same Tea) 

- Roosted Oolongs (Christ #1 oasis) (roasted aged Tieguanyin) 

New Yixing  

- Taste like mountain air,  

- Great  

- High Roast fellow (2nd Brew) 

- 3rd Brew Jason – strength of puer  

-  Runny move 

Old sho pot  

- 1st brew  

o Less controlled  

o Wasn’t expecting the lightness  

o Tasted more of the mountain air  

- 2nd brew (Pat) 

o Airiness is gone?  

- 3rd Sweetness  

o More full 



Brewing Techniques 

- Low heat teapot puts less stress on Tea  

o That’s why we don’t want water on top of smaller teapot. 

 Produces lighter flavors 

- when looking at pots, notice knob height, how the lid fits, foot shape, spout shape, flange size 

- If a new teapot is shiny, it’s not good, because the manufacturer has used polish 

o Yíxīng teapots only become shiny with use 

 If you scratch with your fingernail, the polish will come off 

- You can watch the water react to the leave through the spout.  

- Take care to choose the right teapot, but also the brewer’s behavior should not be overlooked 

o Understand what height to pour from, how strong, whether you pour water over the lid 

when you brew or not 

Stephen 1st Brew Stephane  

- Hard though light  

- No water on top  

- Amazing stuff  

- More warm  

- Building after taste 

2nd brew Mitch  

- More powerful but no after taste.  

Shan Li Shi 

- Mountain in Taiwan 

- Maker used 2-10 weeks of roasting 

o usually very strongly roasted oolong means that the leaves weren’t as high quality 

 Roast hides the flaws 

 You can request high roasting on good leaves if you have a good relationship 

with the producer 

Ming Dynasty Pot 

- Proves that there were yíxīng teapots in the Míng Dynasty 

- A pot by ___ was sold for 5 million USD 

- This teapot’s shape is a Qīng Dynasty shape: 

o Spout curved elegantly like a Chinese lady’s leg with a small foot 

o The long flange is also a Qīng Dynasty feature 

 



Zǐshā [zuh shah] purple clay  

- This is a general term 

- When it was mined, the miners would sometimes mix different clays together to get a 

special mix of clay 

o like a secret recipe 

- The clay mix will affect the tea, especially the tannins  

  



 

Sunday (Last lectures) 

Brewing Techniques and Tips  

- Put tea leaves in your palm, cupping your hand gently 

o Don’t pick the tea out with your fingers 

- Always pour from the tea caddy into your hand 

- Then from your hand into the brewing vessel 

- When pouring water there should not be any sound 

- Gàiwǎn is a simple instrument that helps you test tea 

- Roasted Oolong Drying  

o Focused too much on point when brewing. 

- “Water is the mother of tea”  

- Spin on lid 

Final Master Class 

Teaparker brewed a shuǐxiān from 100-year old tea bush 

- Put a lot of leaves, crushed some 

- Filled completely to top of gàiwǎn and stirred leaves around a lot with lid 

- Gàiwǎn lid smell: very sweet, lightly roasted smell 

- Spoon smell: very sugary, also a light & sweet fruit like apricot 

- Cup smell: roasted, wet earth, mossy, sweet, very light apricot scent 

- Taste: very strong, a little harsh ferrous note, also light apricot note 

o moist in mouth, warm 

o Very sweet & apricot-like aftertaste begins quickly 

- Teaparker’s 2nd  brew 

o Cup smell: same, but more wet earth smell 

o Cup taste: same 

o Very warming again, face feels hot 

- When sitting, feel extremely calm and settled, warm 

“A high compliment you can pay a host brewing tea for you is to say that you were warmed all the way 

to your toes 

- Everyone in room became calm and quiet 

- Empty cup smell: so sweet and sugary 

~yeng hu hwa shan: “taste of rock and fragrance of flowers” 

-  This taste is closest to that of bush tea grown on a cliff 

- After brewing, the leaves became green again 

- Gàiwǎn with phoenix designs 



o Small size is typical of its time 

o Hand-painted phoenix and dragon design is traditional for China 

o Not that expensive, but very good 

o Made in 1970s by Hong Kong tea house  

o Electric kiln (or maybe gas kiln) 

Other notes 

Seals/Stamps/Chops 

- Seal = qualn  

- Seal on head ba quan  

- Seal on inside – No Stamps = Fake  

- Seal under handle?  

- Seal on Bottom  

- More stamps more easily to be fake  

- Chop Stems from ground precise  

History books like to relate to event of old history.  

Systematic Approach for outcomes of Yixing teapots based on firing  
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